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Projektinformationen
Titel: elearning environment for disable learners
Projektnummer: 2009-1-PL1-LEO05-05028
Jahr: 2009
Projekttyp: Innovationstransfer
Status: abgeschlossen
Land: PL-Polen
Marketing Text: Im Projekt eFESTO wurde ein innovatives Umfeld für gehörlose Studenten gestaltet, das es
ihnen ermöglichen soll, mittels e-learning vielfältige Informationen zu akquirieren. Grundlage
dafür war eine Analyse der Erfordernisse gehörloser Studenten, die auch sprachliche
Schwierigkeiten haben und sich daher mit erheblichen Problemen bei der
Informationsbeschaffung und -verarbeitung konfrontiert sehen.
eFESTO entwickelt ein spezifisches didaktisches System und eine Methodik basierend auf
Fernunterrichtstechnologien und stellt sowohl theoretische Inhalte als auch praktische
Übungen zur Verfügung. Es zielt speziell darauf ab, Lern- und Sprachschwierigkeiten
gehörloser Studenten zu überwinden und die soziale und berufliche Einbindung derselben zu
fördern.
Zusammenfassung: Some specific analysis in Poland highlighted that the highest number of people with
disabilities is employed in agriculture, hunting and forestry as well as in manufacturing
(respectively 30% and 19% of all employed people with disabilities). The main reason that
justifies this situation is due to low levels of education and inadequate vocational
qualifications.
In that case created e-learning platform in eFESTO project broke a barrier inside the deaf
people world.On e-learning platform prepared in the project specific Learning Objects
(courses) were put inside in the different levels of knowledge. Moreover direct and indirect
aims of the eFESTO project were achieved by transfering and adapting existing e-learning
platform and training modules from previous projects which were implemented in Italy
(projects previously funded by the Ministry of Education in Italy); other achieved goal of the
project was the creation of the distance learning environment, in order to help deaf people
acquire skills and competencies to perform the work desired to the market roles and
occupations; eFESTO project focused on LA.DI.RE and PSELDA projects which have been
transferred to the environment of polish deaf people conditions; in fact it was additional
development of a new didactic methodology specified for deaf learners and workers based on
interactions, video of National and International Sign Languages and based on dinamic
subtitles;it was the adaptation of theoretical courses, and the development on new one,
regarding the specific needs of deaf learners and workers; adaptation of already existed
practical course and developed specific components to it for deaf workers; via a dedicated
eFESTO e-learning platform, project unlocked another doors for deaf people, tried to
understand their situation and helped in communication.
Beschreibung: eFESTO project was oriented in particular to satisfy the needs of deaf and hardhearing
learners and workers in Poland. In fact specific analysis in Poland highlighted that the highest
number of people with disabilities are employed in big supermarkets, agriculture, hunting and
forestry as well as in manufacturing. The main reason that justifies this situation is due to low
levels of education and inadequate vocational
qualifications.
Themen: ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
**

Arbeitsmarkt
Interkulturelles Lernen
Lebenslanges Lernen
Sozialer Dialog
Fernlehre
Zugang für Benachteiligte
Sprachausbildung
Weiterbildung
IKT
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** Sonstiges
Sektoren: *** Erbringung von Freiberuflichen, Wissenschaftlichen und Technischen Dienstleistungen
*** Information und Kommunikation
*** Erziehung und Unterricht
Produkt Typen: andere
Homepage
Lehrmaterial
Fernlehre
Module
Unterlagen für offenen Unterricht
CD-ROM
Produktinformation: - MAIN PRODUCT:e-learning eFESTO platform,where Learning Objects are put for different
levels of knowledge; there are courses of Maths, Physics, English language, and Computer
Science + laboratory experiment prepared only for polish deaf workers.
Other products of the project:
- General Web Portal;It was web portal prepared in eFESTO project. Web portal informed
Consortium Partners as well as interested parties (European Commission, National
Agency/ies, stakeholders, institutions, federations,social parties, schools for the deaf
students, others) about the project progress.
-Theoretical Updating Courses is the description of the Theoretical Learning Objects which
were prepared in different levels: from primary, intermediate, secondary level of deaf learners
and for deaf workers. The deliverable decribes the concrete learning objects prepared in
eFESTO project: English contents (prepared for primary, intermediate,secondary level of deaf
learners and for workers in Polish, Italian and Hungarian Sign Languages + International
Signs-for workers only in Polish Sign Language and International Signs), Mathematic contents
(prepared for primary, intermediate,secondary level of deaf learners in Polish and Italian Sign
Languages), Physics contents (prepared for intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners
in Polish and Italian Sign Languages) and Computer Science contents prepared only for deaf
workers in Polish Sign Language. Bulgarian partner have been modified learning objects
according to the Bulgarian National Requirement for the Didactic Content and needs of
children from Special School for Children with Damaged Hearing in Sofia. Partner have been
developed and designed new Learning Objects entirely for primary level of deaf learners
which refer to:MATHEMATICS, MAN AND NATURE, MAN AND SOCIETY, BULGARIAN
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. Theroretical updating courses is the deliverable which
describe what was prepared in the theoretical meaning;
- Practical Updating Courses; the description of the Practical Learning Objects which are
Theoretical Learning Objects which goes with the videos of the particular Sign Languages
(Polish, Italian, Bulgarian and Hungarian Sign Languages) and text synchronisation;
-Installation Manual;this booklet describes the software for the laboratory server which is used
for connecting an external laboratory to the eFESTO system;
- User Manual;this manual booklet concerns the procedure to access the eFESTO learning
system and environment. In detail, this booklet, translated to all partners' languages, is a very
short and simple manual for the users reporting the actions to execute in order to use the
services of the developed environment;
-Quality of System Method Questionnaire;this special created questionnaire was distributed to
users (participants of the testing phase in Poland and Italy) after the experimental phase;
-Quality of System Estimation Statistic Report;this document describes statistic representation
for answers given by deaf learners (testing made in Italy and Poland) and workers (testing
made in Poland) to the Quality of System Method Questionnaires which were distributed after
each pilot actions which took place in Poland and Italy;
-Workshop documentation:this documentation are minutes (short reports) which was prepared
by each partner and shows the different workshops on which consortium partner was
engaged or personally organised during the different phases of the
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project (in the 2 years of the project);
-Scientific papers;during the whole project progress, scientific papers were used as
dissemination materials used in local/international/ events, conferences. Scientific papers
showed the approach of using e-learning as a tool which helps deaf learners and workers
function in the real world;
-Final Documentation;this is the documentation with all deliverables prepared as an abstracts
+ appendix with the tasks and deliverables achieved during the whole project progress;
- Meeting Documentation;this is the documentation (short reports) which was prepared by
each partner and shows the different meeting on which consortium partner was engaged or
personally organised during the different phases of the project - including consortium
meetings and skype conferences with partners;
-User Needs Analysis Document;it is a document describing social studies methodologies; it
is a data collection and analysis report.
-State of the Art document; it is a social studies research methodologies, qualitative and
statistical analysis;
-Design Document of Didactic Methodology;this is the document, which describes the didactic
contents proposed in the eFESTO project which are related to scientific subjects, English and
laboratory activities. This is an educational and Instructional learning design document;
-eFESTO Environment Design Document;this is the deliverable which describes the eFESTO
environment were the methodology is already put;this report indicates ICT designing and
methodologies;
-Graphical Interface Design Document;this is the document shows usability, accesibility and
special pedagogy used in eFESTO project system;
-System Pilot Run; testing activity of the e-learning platform, was a pilot action and moreover
short report prepared after the whole pilot action done in Poland, Italy and additionally in
Bulgaria. This short report from the platform testing in Poland, Italy and Bulgaria describes
how pilot actions were organized in each country, timming, participants, and furthermore the
document includes suggestions for enhancement of the eFESTO platform made by deaf
users after pilot actions
-Test Document; deliverable focused on graphical design of the interface of practical activities
to manage remote or local apparatus;
-Dissemination Plan; plan for the dissemination of the objectives and of the results of the
eFESTO Project;
-Exploitation Plan; deliverable which provides the exploitation plan performed by the
Consortium in the framework of the eFESTO project. It summarises the final project results
and the exploitation strategy both at Consortium and partners level, and shows the market
potential for project result. The document contains the market study (carried out under the
same task) and gives updates and extends the state of art analysis of other European
initiatives, providing further details and refinements taking into account the results achieved
within the project;
-Quality Management Plan;managerial plan, which describes the partners' roles in eFESTO
project, communication and managerial aspects to be used in the whole project duration,
main consortium meetings to be held (plus additional ones, which can be organised) and
PMC-Project Management Committee, which are representatives from the coordinator part as
well as WP Leaders and Dissemination Leader;
-Progress Reports (4) and Technical and Financial reports (4) which was internal
reportshowed the situation in the project, tasks and deliverables achieved, dissemination
activities done by partners, financial issues needed to be respected by partners;
-Quality Management Final report;internal managerial plan, which describes the partners'
roles in eFESTO project, tasks in work package 7 and 8 achieved under the project
management activities, communication and managerial aspects used in the whole project
duration, all consortium meetings held with the technical one,PMC-Project Management
Committee, which are representatives from the coordinator part as well as WP Leaders and
Dissemination Leader and description of the internal monitoring used in the whole project
duration with the feedbacks came from the evaluation survey prepared by coordinator and
sent to consortium partners,
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regarding:
1) Technical and administrative issues
2) Substantive and financial issues;
-Dissemination materials; materials prepared under the eFESTO project to be disseminated in
a wide range of dissemination activities, like: local/internationa events, workshops, meetings
with users, stakeholders, and during ani other dissemination campaigns organised by
partners or other parties.
Projektwebseite: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/home.html
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Vertragnehmer
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

TECHIN Spóka z ograniczon odpowiedzialnoci
Warsaw
Mazowieckie
PL-Polen
KMU - Klein- und Mittelunternehmen (bis zu 250 Mitarbeiter)
http://www.techin.pl

Kontaktperson
Name:

Karolina Kosminska

Adresse:

Czterech Wiatrow 8

Stadt:
Land:

Warsaw
PL-Polen

Telefon:

+48 22 389 70 71

Fax:

+48 22 619 48 23

E-Mail:
Homepage:

karolina.kosminska@techin.pl
http://www.techin.pl
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Koordinator
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

TECHIN Spóka z ograniczon odpowiedzialnoci
Warsaw
Mazowieckie
PL-Polen
KMU - Klein- und Mittelunternehmen (bis zu 250 Mitarbeiter)
http://www.techin.pl

Kontaktperson
Name:

Karolina Kosminska

Adresse:

Czterech Wiatrow 8

Stadt:
Land:

Warsaw
PL-Polen

Telefon:

+48 22 389 70 71

Fax:

+48 22 619 48 23

E-Mail:
Homepage:

karolina.kosminska@techin.pl
http://www.techin.pl
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Partner
Partner 1
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

TIME Foundation
Sofia
Severozapaden
BG-Bulgarien
Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.time-foundation.org

Partner 2
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Dida Network s.r.l.
Rome
Lazio
IT-Italien
KMU - Klein- und Mittelunternehmen (bis zu 250 Mitarbeiter)
http://www.gruppodida.it

Partner 3
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Universita degli Studi del Sannio (University of Sannio)
Benevento
Campania
IT-Italien
Universität/Fachhochschule/Akademie
http://www.unisannio.it

Partner 4
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Magyar Hallasserultek Sportszovetsege (Hungarian Deaf Sport Association)
Budapest
Közép-Magyarország
HU-Ungarn
Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.hdsf.eu
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Partner
Partner 5
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

CORVINNO Technology Transfer Center Non profit Ltd.
Budapest
Közép-Magyarország
HU-Ungarn
KMU - Klein- und Mittelunternehmen (bis zu 250 Mitarbeiter)
http://www.corvinno.com

Partner 6
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Polski Zwizek Guchych (Polish Association of the Deaf)
Warsaw
Mazowieckie
PL-Polen
Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.pzg.org.pl

Partner 7
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Istituto Canossiano Scuola Audiofonetica
Brescia
Lombardia
IT-Italien
andere
http://www.audiofonetica.it
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Projektdateien
BROCHURE_PL1.jpeg
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/BROCHURE_PL1.jpeg
dissemination material in PL (eFESTO brochure)

BROCHURE_PL.jpeg
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/BROCHURE_PL.jpeg
dissemination material in PL (eFESTO brochure)

brochures in EN & PL and business card_eFESTO.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/brochures%20in%20EN%20%26%20PL%20and%20business%20card_eFESTO.pdf
dissemination material in PL and EN (eFESTO brochures) visit cards used by TECHIN in different phases of the project

CORVINNO_poster used in different events 2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/CORVINNO_poster%20used%20in%20different%20events%202010.pdf
poster in EN used by CORVINNO and HDSF

CORVINNO_poster used on events 2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/CORVINNO_poster%20used%20on%20events%202011.pdf
poster in EN used by CORVINNO and HDSF

CORVINNO_Studio_MobilLearning_CORVINNO2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/CORVINNO_Studio_MobilLearning_CORVINNO2010.pdf
dissemination material in BG - eFESTO presentation used by CORVINNO during "E-learning forum 16/11/2010"

D.11_MINUTES-2nd Consortium Meeting.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D.11_MINUTES-2nd%20Consortium%20Meeting.pdf
Minutes from the 2nd eFESTO Consortium Meeting took place in Warsaw, Poland

D.11_MINUTES_3rd Consortium Meeting.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D.11_MINUTES_3rd%20Consortium%20Meeting.pdf
Minutes from the 3rd eFESTO Consortium Meeting took place in Budapest, Hungary

D.11_MINUTES_4th Consortium Meeting.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D.11_MINUTES_4th%20Consortium%20Meeting.pdf
Minutes from the 4th eFESTO Consortium Meeting took place in Warsaw, Poland

D.11_MINUTES Kick off meeting.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D.11_MINUTES%20Kick%20off%20meeting.pdf
Minutes from the 1st eFESTO Consortium Meeting took place in Rome, Italy.

D.11_Technical meeting.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D.11_Technical%20meeting.pdf
Minutes report from the Technical Meeting in Brescia, Italy regarding eFESTO platform creation.
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D22_Technical and Financial report (1).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D22_Technical%20and%20Financial%20report%20%281%29.pdf
1st Technical periodical report of eFESTO project

D22_Technical and Financial report (2).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D22_Technical%20and%20Financial%20report%20%282%29.pdf
2nd Technical periodical report of eFESTO project

D22_Technical and Financial report (3).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D22_Technical%20and%20Financial%20report%20%283%29.pdf
3rd Technical periodical report of eFESTO project

D22_Technical and Financial report (4).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D22_Technical%20and%20Financial%20report%20%284%29.pdf
4th Technical periodical report of eFESTO project

D23_Progress Report (1).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D23_Progress%20Report%20%281%29.pdf
1st Progress periodical report of eFESTO project

D23_Progress Report (2).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D23_Progress%20Report%20%282%29.pdf
2nd Progress periodical report of eFESTO project

D23_Progress Report (3).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D23_Progress%20Report%20%283%29.pdf
3rd Progress periodical report of eFESTO project

D23_Progress Report (4).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/D23_Progress%20Report%20%284%29.pdf
4th Progress periodical report of eFESTO project

DIDA_dissemination material.used in EDEN 2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/DIDA_dissemination%20material.used%20in%20EDEN%202010.pdf
dissemination material in EN - used by DIDA during EDEN on-line 2010

DIDA_dissemination material_used on EDEN 2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/DIDA_dissemination%20material_used%20on%20EDEN%202011.pdf
dissemination material in EN - used by DIDA during EDEN on-line 2011

DIDA:UNISANNIO_dissemination material_used in IADIS 2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/DIDA%3AUNISANNIO_dissemination%20material_used%20in%20IADIS%202011.pdf
dissemination material in EN - used by DIDA during IADIS conference 2011
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efesto_brochure in high definition.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/efesto_brochure%20in%20high%20definition.pdf
eFESTO brochure in EN

eFESTO_presentation.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/eFESTO_presentation.pdf
eFESTO presentation in EN

folder, eFESTO.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/folder%2C%20eFESTO.pdf
eFESTO folder

HDSF_poster used in different events 2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/HDSF_poster%20used%20in%20different%20events%202010.pdf
dissemination material in EN - used by HDSF in different events in 2010

HDSF_poster used on events 2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/HDSF_poster%20used%20on%20events%202011.pdf
dissemination material in EN - used by HDSF in different events in 2011

ICSA_dissemination material (1).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_dissemination%20material%20%281%29.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA

ICSA_dissemination material (2).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_dissemination%20material%20%282%29.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA

ICSA_dissemination material (3).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_dissemination%20material%20%283%29.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA

ICSA_dissemination material (4).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_dissemination%20material%20%284%29.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA

ICSA_dissemination material (5).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_dissemination%20material%20%285%29.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA

ICSA_FIACES WEB SITE.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/ICSA_FIACES%20WEB%20SITE.pdf
dissemination material in IT - used by ICSA
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Letterhead.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Letterhead.pdf
eFESTO letterhead

newsletter 1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/newsletter%201.pdf
eFESTO Newsletter in EN

newsletter 2.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/newsletter%202.pdf
eFESTO Newsletter in EN

newsletter 3.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/newsletter%203.pdf
eFESTO Newsletter in EN

PAD_co_sycha (whats' up)_02:2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_co_s%C5%82ycha%C4%87%20%28whats%27%20up%29_02%3A2010.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_co sycha (whats'up)_07:2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_co%20s%C5%82ycha%C4%87%20%28whats%27up%29_07%3A2010.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_co_sycha (whats' up)_09:2010.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_co_s%C5%82ycha%C4%87%20%28whats%27%20up%29_09%3A2010.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_echo miasta krakow.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_echo%20miasta%20krakow.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_echo miasta lodz.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_echo%20miasta%20lodz.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_echo miasta warszawa.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_echo%20miasta%20warszawa.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)

PAD_echo miasta wroclaw.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_echo%20miasta%20wroclaw.pdf
dissemination materials in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project (2010)
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PAD_Katowice.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Katowice.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_Krakow.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Krakow.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_Lodz.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Lodz.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_Poznan.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Poznan.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_screen shots and links.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_screen%20shots%20and%20links.pdf
dissemination materials in PL

PAD_Screeny ze stron.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Screeny%20ze%20stron.pdf
dissemination materials in PL

PAD_Trojmiasto.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Trojmiasto.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_Warszawa.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Warszawa.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

PAD_Wroclaw.JPG
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/PAD_Wroclaw.JPG
dissemination material in PL - magazine, where Polish Association of the Deaf put the information regarding eFESTO project-2011

publikacja_albinska.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_albinska.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_bialas.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_bialas.pdf
scientific paper in PL

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Projektdateien
publikacja_czajkowska-kisil_klimczewska.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_czajkowska-kisil_klimczewska.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_Edukacja Niesyszcych.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_Edukacja%20Nies%C5%82ysz%C4%85cych.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_gulati.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_gulati.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_kobosko-1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_kobosko-1.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_kolodziejczak.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_kolodziejczak.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_kowal.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_kowal.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_podgorska-jachnik.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_podgorska-jachnik.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_roczan-1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_roczan-1.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_romanowska.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_romanowska.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_wawrzyniak-chrzanowska-1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_wawrzyniak-chrzanowska-1.pdf
scientific paper in PL

publikacja_woznicka-1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/publikacja_woznicka-1.pdf
scientific paper in PL

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Projektdateien
Scientific paper_A deafinite step towards eInclusion_case study.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_A%20deafinite%20step%20towards%20eInclusion_case%20study.pdf
scientific paper in EN

Scientific paper_A deafinitive step towardsS e.inlusion.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_A%20deafinitive%20step%20towardsS%20e.inlusion.pdf
scientific paper in EN

scientific paper_A_siket_mernok_jo_mernok.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_A_siket_mernok_jo_mernok.pdf
scientific paper in HU

Scientific paper_audiofonetica, due siti per l'e-learning.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_audiofonetica%2C%20due%20siti%20per%20l%27e-learning.pdf
Scientific paper in IT

scientific paper_Csizer-Hegybiro-Safar_MP1084.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_Csizer-Hegybiro-Safar_MP1084.pdf
scientific paper in HU

Scientific paper_EDUCATION OF PEOPLE WITH HEARING LOSS.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_EDUCATION%20OF%20PEOPLE%20WITH%20HEARING%20LOSS.pdf
scientific paper in EN

Scientific paper_Enhancing_e-inclusion.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_Enhancing_e-inclusion.pdf
scientific paper in EN

Scientific paper_Gli studenti sordi potranno studiare in aule virtuali.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20paper_Gli%20studenti%20sordi%20potranno%20studiare%20in%20aule%20virtuali.pdf
Scientific paper in IT

scientific paper_Hallasserultek_Magyarorszagon.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_Hallasserultek_Magyarorszagon.pdf
scientific paper in HU

scientific paper_Magyar Jelnyelvi Programiroda.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_Magyar%20Jelnyelvi%20Programiroda.pdf
scientific paper in HU

scientific paper_pof_completo_2010-2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_pof_completo_2010-2011.pdf
scientific paper in IT

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Projektdateien
scientific paper_Q13-01_784_2242.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/scientific%20paper_Q13-01_784_2242.pdf
scientific paper in IT

Scientific papers_ TECH.CHALLENGE TOWARDS E-INCLUSION (...).pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20papers_%20TECH.CHALLENGE%20TOWARDS%20E-INCLUSION%20%28...%29.pdf
scientific paper in EN

Scientific Paper_TIME_BG.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/Scientific%20Paper_TIME_BG.pdf
scientific paper in BG

TECHIN_dissemination materials.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_dissemination%20materials.pdf
dissemination material (EN, PL)

TECHIN_eFESTO visit card.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_eFESTO%20visit%20card.pdf
dissemination material (visit card used by TECHIN)

TECHIN_Last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011_AGENDA_EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_Last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3A2011_AGENDA_EN.pdf
last eFESTO conference - AGENDA in EN

TECHIN_Last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011_AGENDA__PL.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_Last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3A2011_AGENDA__PL.pdf
last eFESTO conference - AGENDA in PL

TECHIN_Paper used on the last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_Paper%20used%20on%20the%20last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3A2011.pdf
dissemination material - EN, PL

TECHIN_PEN with eFESTO logo used on the last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011.pdf
http://www.adameurope.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_PEN%20with%20eFESTO%20logo%20used%20on%20the%20last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3
dissemination material - eFESTO logo in pen

TECHIN_ROLL-UP_last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011_EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_ROLL-UP_last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3A2011_EN.pdf
dissemination material in EN

TECHIN_ROLL-UP_last eFESTO conference_25:10:2011_PL.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TECHIN_ROLL-UP_last%20eFESTO%20conference_25%3A10%3A2011_PL.pdf
dissemination material in PL

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Projektdateien
TIME_brochure in bulgarian (1).jpeg
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TIME_brochure%20in%20bulgarian%20%281%29.jpeg
dissemination material in BG

TIME_brochure in bulgarian (2).jpeg
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TIME_brochure%20in%20bulgarian%20%282%29.jpeg
dissemination material in BG

TIME conference_12.10.2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TIME%20conference_12.10.2011.pdf
dissemination material in BG - presentation of the eFESTO project made by TIME Foundation in 12th October 2011 (P3)

TIME conference_18.03.2011.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/TIME%20conference_18.03.2011.pdf
dissemination material in BG - presentation of the eFESTO project made by TIME Foundation in 18th March 2011

UNISANNIO_dissemination material.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prj/UNISANNIO_dissemination%20material.pdf
dissemination material in IT

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Produkte
1

D.1-General Web Portal - eFESTO

2

D.12-User Needs Analysis Document

3

D.13-State of the Art Report

4

D.9-Scientific papers

5

D.14-Design Document of Didactic Methodology

6

D.26-Dissemination Materials

7

D.2-Theoretical Updating Courses

8

D.3-Practical Updating Courses

9

D.11-Meeting Documentation

10

D.18-Test Document

11

D.19-Dissemination Plan

12

D.20-Exploitation Plan

13

D.21-Quality Management Plan

14

D.24-Quality Management Final report

15

D.22/D.23-Technical and Financial Reports (4) + Progress Reports (4)

16

D.4-Instalation Manual

17

D.5-Users Manual

18

D.6-Quality of System Method Questionnaire

19

D.7-Quality of System Estimation Statistic Report

20

D.8-Workshop documentation

21

D.10-Final Documentation

22

D.15-eFESTO Environment Design Document

23

D.16-Graphical Interface Design Document

24

D.17-System Pilot Run

25

D.25-Final Documentation

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Produkt 'D.1-General Web Portal - eFESTO'
Titel: D.1-General Web Portal - eFESTO
Produkttyp: Homepage
Marketing Text: The eFESTO general objective was to deliver learning services for deaf learners to aquire
modern competences as required by the actual market jobs and roles. Moreover the aim was
the inclusion and employment of deaf citizens in specific job sectors and fields and regarding
this aim the e-learning environment was created for deaf learners to deliver learning services
to empower requested and marketable competencies The e-learning platform created can be
easily used by learners with language and physical disabillities.
Beschreibung: eFESTO web portal informed Consortium Partners as well as interested parties (European
Commission, National Agency/ies, stakeholders, institutions, federations,social parties,
schools for the deaf students, others) about the project progress. General eFESTO web
portal have been created in EN, PL and IT versions, however basic information about the
project are also available in Hungarian and Bulgarian languages. On the eFESTO web portal
there is an access to the virtual lab where the platform were created.
Zielgruppe: Social partners, VET institutions, deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf
students who search for a work, universities also their teachers, mentors, trainers, employers,
individuals, potential clients, project partners, National Agencies.
Resultat: It was a web portal which was the tool for consortium partners to gather more interested
parties and target sectors in the field of deafness.
Anwendungsbereich: Web portal is also a tool, where Learning Materials created during the project progress ara
available (there is an access to EFESTO e-learning platform via eFESTO web portal). Web
portal is a perfect tool to search information regarding the project, consortium , to build new
contacts and find new perspectives for the next project applications in common field.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/home.html
Produktsprachen: Polnisch
Italienisch
Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=1
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Produkt 'D.12-User Needs Analysis Document'
Titel: D.12-User Needs Analysis Document
Produkttyp: Lehrmaterial
Marketing Text: In eFESTO project the first particular aim was to specify the needs of the deaf people on each
partner country; this report was produced in the framework of WP1, based on documents
submitted by partner organisations and presents: 1. specific needs of project ' target groups young deaf workers and learners; 2. inventory of EU strategies, policies and programs. The
report present an overview of all needs identified by the different user needs analysis carried
out by all partners.
Beschreibung: It is a document describing social studies methodologies; it is a data collection and analysis
report.
Zielgruppe: National Agencies, other interested parties in the deaf environment area, teachers, trainers,
professors, individuals, project partners.
Resultat: User Needs Analysis documentation regarding Poland, Bulgarian, Hungary and Italy.
Anwendungsbereich: This report (document) can be used in the next project proposals as a report used by
teachers/professors. Can be used as a good analysed study about deafness in Poland,
Hungary, Italy and Bulgaria.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.12.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/2/1/D.12.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=2
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Produkt 'D.13-State of the Art Report'
Titel: D.13-State of the Art Report
Produkttyp: Lehrmaterial
Marketing Text: It is a social studies research methodologies, qualitative and statistical analysis.
Beschreibung: In eFESTO project the first particular aim was to specify the needs of the deaf people on each
partner country and state of the art regarding the didactic methodologies and IT technologies;
this report was produced in the framework of WP1, based on documents submitted by partner
organisations and presents: 1. implementation context needed for a transfer - institutional and
legal system, labour market conditions, technological devices; 2. didactic methodologies; 3.
assistive methodologies; 4. electronic technologies.
Zielgruppe: eFESTO partners, National Agencies, other interested parties in the deaf environment area.
Resultat: State of the Art Report regarding Poland, Bulgarian, Hungary and Italy.
Anwendungsbereich: This report (document) can be used in the next project proposals as a report used by
teachers/professors. Can be used as a good state of the situation about deafness in Poland,
Hungary, Italy and Bulgaria.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.13.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/3/1/D.13.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=3
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Produkt 'D.9-Scientific papers'
Titel: D.9-Scientific papers
Produkttyp: Unterlagen für offenen Unterricht
Marketing Text: Scientific papers showed regarding the whole projetc progress and regarding different phases
of the project the innovative results of the project about the design, development and
dissemination. This resuls was presented by partners. It was several scientific papers
prepared by partners which are conected to particular events
Beschreibung: Scientific publication prepared by teachers/experts/professors, technicians,managers from
the eFESTO consoritum .
Zielgruppe: Deaf learners, workers, students, teachers, trainers, beneficiary of other LdV projects, other
interested parties, project partners.
Resultat: Scientific publication regarding the situation of the deafness, e-learning technology,
methodology of the e-learning platform used, others. Papers prepared in every partners'
language.
Anwendungsbereich: Scientific papers are usefull publications which shows how the situation of deafness is
showed in european countries, how are the studies on the situation, how e-leanring solution
can help in the world of deaf.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Bulgarisch
Polnisch
Ungarisch
Englisch
Italienisch

product files
D.9.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/4/1/D.9.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=4
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Produkt 'D.14-Design Document of Didactic Methodology'
Titel: D.14-Design Document of Didactic Methodology
Produkttyp: Lehrmaterial
Marketing Text: This deliverable describes the strategy of the methodology design in the eFESTO project, the
prior aim of the project. Regarding the contents centered on scientific subjects and English, a
new didactic methodology has been devised tailored to their end-users specific learning
needs and basically based on the combination of sign language and writing. Each subject
content is translated in the national language of each partner country and is accompanied
also by an optional video translation in
international sign language. The aim of this facility is to give the deaf an occasion to know the
development of the international signs, originating from reference to signs in BSL (British Sign
Language) and ASL (American Sign Language).
Beschreibung: This is the document, which describes the didactic contents proposed in the eFESTO project
which are related to scientific subjects, English and laboratory activities.
Zielgruppe: Teachers, professors, trainers, deaf learners, workers, Foundations, Institutions, individuals,
National Agency, other interested parties also in relation to other initiatives
Resultat: This is an educational and Instructional learning design document. This deliverable is
produced in EN, however abstracts in PL, IT, BG and HU.
Anwendungsbereich: This deliverable can be used as a material of other initiatives preparation in the meaning of
methodology usage. This document perfectly described the methodology developed in the
eFESTO project, which can be transferred to other countries/other sectors.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.14.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/5/1/D.14.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=5
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Produkt 'D.26-Dissemination Materials'
Titel: D.26-Dissemination Materials
Produkttyp: Verbreitungsmethoden
Marketing Text: D.26-materials which was prepared by disseminating eFESTO project among
users/stakeholders/other interested parties/professors/experts, etc.
Beschreibung: those dissemination materials are: folder, broschure, business card, CD label, CD booklet,
poster (which is creating exclusivelly for conferences), newsletters, articles in newspapers
(polish newspaper "Silent World" -wiat ciszy, "Echo of the city" - Echo Miasta, "Whats up" Co sycha), template of the PPT presentation
Zielgruppe: National Agency, associations, Universities, institutional partners/actors, users, stakeholders,
professors, experts in deafness, companies, others.
Resultat: eFESTO dissemination materials used in many wide-range dissemination activities
Anwendungsbereich: Dissemination materials were used in many different aspects in the project: dissemination
actions, valorisation, exploitation phase. Available in EN, however some materials means
also presentations, posters, brochures, prepared in partners' languages.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Polnisch
Englisch
Bulgarisch
Italienisch
Ungarisch

product files
D.26.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/7/1/D.26.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=7
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Produkt 'D.2-Theoretical Updating Courses'
Titel: D.2-Theoretical Updating Courses
Produkttyp: Module
Marketing Text: Description of the Theoretical Learning Objects which were prepared in different levels
regarding deaf learners and workers level of knowledge. Bulgarian partner have been
modified learning objects according to the Bulgarian National Requirement for the Didactic
Content and needs of children from Special School for Children with Damaged Hearing in
Sofia.
Beschreibung: "Theoretical updating courses" is the deliverable which decribes the concrete learning objects
prepared in eFESTO project: English contents (prepared for primary, intermediate,secondary
level of deaf learners and for workers in Polish, Italian and Hungarian Sign Languages +
International Signs-for workers only in Polish Sign Language and International Signs),
Mathematic contents (prepared for primary, intermediate,secondary level of deaf learners in
Polish and Italian Sign Languages), Physics contents (prepared for intermediate and
secondary level of deaf learners in Polish and Italian Sign Languages) and Computer Science
contents prepared only for deaf workers in Polish Sign Language. Bulgarian partner have
been modified learning objects according to the Bulgarian National Requirement for the
Didactic Content and needs of children from Special School for Children with Damaged
Hearing in Sofia.
Zielgruppe: deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), social partners,
VET institutions.
Resultat: "Theoretical updating courses" is the deliverable which describes all theoretical contents of
the eFESTO platform which have been created after the methodology descriprition and
graphical and technical aspects of the project. The main pedagogical aspect and aim of the
project was achieved, which described the transfer and adaptation (with additional creation)
of the theoretical materials (pedagogical materials), which are: e-learning multimedia courses
of English language for the deaf learners and workers, e-learning multimedia courses of
Mathematics for deaf learners, e-learning multimedia courses of Physics for the deaf learners,
e-learning multimedia courses of computer science for the deaf workers.
Anwendungsbereich: Theoretical courses shall be a base of creating new learning objects, more complex and in
wider dimension. Those materials can be transferred to other countries (TOI perspective) or
can be used as a base of writting new projects proposals in the dimension cretaed to deaf
people.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Bulgarisch
Englisch
Ungarisch
Italienisch
Polnisch

product files
D.2 - THEORETICAL UPDATING COURSES.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/8/1/D.2%20-%20THEORETICAL%20UPDATING%20COURSES.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=8
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Produkt 'D.3-Practical Updating Courses'
Titel: D.3-Practical Updating Courses
Produkttyp: Module
Marketing Text: Description of the Practical Learning Objects which are Theoretical Learning Objects which
goes with the videos of the praticular Sign Languages (Polish, Italian, Bulgarian and
Hungarian Sign Languages) and text synchronisation. Moreover, Within the scope of
eFESTO project there were developed e-laboratories in relation to sampling and data
acquisition particularly for the polish deaf workers. All the instruments are connected to a
measurement server, which provides the experiment by Internet. Inseparable part of the elaboratories is tutorial, a movie which allows to better understand how to perform a laboratory
experiment. It is intended to be used before to begin a laboratory experiment, in order to
understand how the experiment has been realized how it can be conducted by Internet. In
order to make laboratories accessible for polish deaf workers it was essential to translate
tutorial to Polish Sign Language and making polish subtitles.
Beschreibung: "Practical updating courses" is the deliverable which describes all practical contents of the
eFESTO platform, which are whole theoretical updating courses created by partners as a text
and put on the platform with the particular Sign Languages videos (Polish, Italian, Bulgarian
and Hungarian Sign Languages) and text synchronisation. From the LADIRE project it was
transfered a laboratory experiment which previously have not been focused on deaf learners
needs. In the eFESTO project the laboratory experiment in the engineering studies level was
adapted to the needs and expectations of the deaf workers in Poland.
Zielgruppe: deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), social partners,
VET institutions, Foundations, individuals;professors, teachers, others.
Resultat: This is description of the Practical Learning Objects which are Theoretical Learning Objects
which goes with the videos of the praticular Sign Languages (Polish, Italian, Bulgarian and
Hungarian Sign Languages) and text synchronisation.
Anwendungsbereich: Practical courses (visualisation of the theoretical courses) can be used for other project
proposal writting, those system created can be a base of new and wider system creation, new
learning objects creation and adaptation to the created e-learning platform.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Bulgarisch
Italienisch
Polnisch
Englisch
Ungarisch

product files
D.3 - PRACTICAL UPDATING COURSES.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/9/1/D.3%20-%20PRACTICAL%20UPDATING%20COURSES.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=9
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Produkt 'D.11-Meeting Documentation'
Titel: D.11-Meeting Documentation
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This documentation are minutes (short reports) which was prepared by each partner and
shows the different meeting on which consortium partner was engaged or personally
organised during the different phases of the project (in the 2 years of the project), which were:
Consortium Meeting (4 CM); Technical meeting in Brescia, Italy, other
Beschreibung: Meeting documentation (minutes) were one of the 'tools' which were used as the
dissemination activities in the whole project duration. It is a documentation based on the big
events with potential users of the eFESTO platform, where was a possibility to meet teachers,
professors, experts, stakeholders, where eFESTO platform were presented or any other
results of the project regarding different phases of the project.
Zielgruppe: Participants of the substantial workshop, particularly deaf adults: workers and unemployed,
deaf students, deaf students who search for a work, deaf learners (primary, intermediate and
secondary level of deaf learners), teachers, professors of the deafness also trainers,
teachers, stakeholders, participants of the other LdV projects.
Resultat: Meeting documentation (minutes) were one of the 'tools' which were used as the
dissemination activities in the whole project duration adn were helpfull while the
Dissemination Plan report preparation regarding the whole partners activities.
Anwendungsbereich: Those minutes were very good tool while Dissemination Plan preparation, moreover was
helpful in showing the dissemination actions in done on the project. Those procedure of
documentation preparation from each dissemination actions should be used in each project
proposal also as a monitoring report valuable for the coordinator and dissemination leader.
Minutes from the 4 Consortium Meetings as well as from the technical meeting are put on the
eFESTO website.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.11.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/10/1/D.11.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=10
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Produkt 'D.18-Test Document'
Titel: D.18-Test Document
Produkttyp: Lehrmaterial
Marketing Text: This document shows the technical aspects of eFESTO system.
Preliminary tests were performed to verify the eFESTO portal and the communication, by
mean of the SOAP protocol, between the portal and the LMS.Specifically, the tests definition
and execution involved strongly the innovative functionalities added to the LMS (Moodle):
- the specific educational tools designed to meet the needs of deaf learners;
-the module for remote control of measurement instrumentation.
For the tool imported from the LMS (such as chat, glossary, electronic documents) only the
correctness of the link itself was tested considering these educational tools properly working
and already tested.
Beschreibung: This deliverable is focused on graphical design of the interface of practical activities to
manage remote or local apparatus.
Zielgruppe: teachers, trainers, professors, professionals/technicians/interested parties in the meaning of
new initiatives
Resultat: This document shows the technical aspects of eFESTO system.
This deliverable is focused on graphical design of the interface of practical activities to
manage remote or local apparatus.
Deliverable available in EN, abstracts in PL and IT.
Anwendungsbereich: This internal document shows the technical aspects of the e-learning platform created and
changes which need to be done after the testing phase of the platform by end-users. This
type of document can be used in other proposals writting.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.18.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/11/1/D.18.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=11
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Produkt 'D.19-Dissemination Plan'
Titel: D.19-Dissemination Plan
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This deliverable describes the plan for the dissemination of the objectives and of the results of
the eFESTO Project.
Document is divided into two parts:
1) contains the description of the planned dissemination activities for the project;
2)contains all the performed activities conducted and competed by the consortium or by the
each partner.
The plan intends to raise awareness and interest on the developed technology, methodology
and solutions among the target groups such as the users, the scientific community, the
Governmental Institutions, the involved industry and the general public. The major focus of
the deliverable is to ensure that the projects research and outcomes are widely disseminated
to the appropriate target communities, at appropriate times, via appropriate methods.
Beschreibung: This deliverable achieved the dissemination part of the project and all WP5 tasks and
objectives, which were:
-elaboration of detailed dissemination plan of the results of the project (which is D.19)
- production of the dissemination materials and updating them regarding the project progress
(production new one if necessary)
- web communication and updating of the website
- each partners' participation in workshops, conferences and events related to distance
learning for the students with deafness or with language disabilities or physical disability in a
local/international dimension
Zielgruppe: National Agency, eFESTO partners, any other interested parties
Resultat: Dissemination Plan of the project, with the dissemination strategy used in the whole project
duration, dissemination actions made by whole consortium, dissemination materials prepared
by dissemination leader and additionally by other partners.
Anwendungsbereich: Dissemination Plan in very important document which shows all the dissemination plans of
the consortium which were used during the whole project duration. This document should be
put in every projects proposals.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.19.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/12/1/D.19.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=12
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Produkt 'D.20-Exploitation Plan'
Titel: D.20-Exploitation Plan
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This deliverable provides the exploitation plan performed by the Consortium in the framework
of the eFESTO project. It summarises the final project results and the exploitation strategy
both at Consortium and partners level, and shows the market potential for project result. The
document contains the market study (carried out under the same task) and gives updates and
extends the state of art analysis of other European initiatives, providing further details and
refinements taking into account the results achieved within the project.
Beschreibung: This deliverable achieved the exploitation part of the project and WP6 tasks and objectives,
which aimed to define and implement the exploitation plan (and related activites) in order to
effectively sustain eFESTO system services, results and contents after the project ending.
Achieved tasks related to WP6:
T6.1 Elaboration of the exploitation plan, which results is detailed exploitation plan developed
based on the results of the project
T6.2 Exploitation of eFESTO results:creation of the wide awareness basis, a network of
contacts, a wide range of pilot users.
Zielgruppe: National Agencies, eFESTO project partners, other interested parties
Resultat: This deliverable achieved the exploitation part of the project and WP6 tasks and objectives,
which aimed to define and implement the exploitation plan (and related activites) in order to
effectively sustain eFESTO system services, results and contents after the project ending.
Anwendungsbereich: Expolitation Plan is very important document, which shall be used by all partners while the
descision of the comercialisation of the project results will be made. All consortium partners
shall know their role in the project and their eventual responsibilities after the project
progress. Exploitation Plan is very important report in the project.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.20.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/13/1/D.20.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=13
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Produkt 'D.21-Quality Management Plan'
Titel: D.21-Quality Management Plan
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: Internal managerial plan, which describes the partners' roles in eFESTO project,
communication and managerial aspects to be used in the whole project duration, main
consortium meetings to be held (plus additional ones, which can be organised) and PMCProject Management Committee, which are representatives from the coordinator part as well
as WP Leaders and Dissemination Leader.
Beschreibung: This deliverable achieved the dissemination part of the project and all WP7 and WP8 tasks
and objectives, which were:
-activities which performed the management procedures necessary to assure that the project
address the goals in the specified milestones:
T7.1 Coordination and communication with partners:
(implementation of management principles which based on methodologies largely used and
tested in the projects management, carrying out quality control and security procedures
together with partners);
T7.2 Meetings:
(the Coordinator of the project organised the monitoring meetings of the project, which are
conected with the consoritum meetings);
T7.3 Consortium meetings:
(the coordinator of the project organised and conducted the project consortium meetings);
T8.1 Quality management plan:
(the activity leaders applyed the quality methods defined in the project quality plan in order to
assure that the outputs fulfil the stated requirements)
Zielgruppe: eFESTO consortium partners, other interested parties
Resultat: Internal managerial plan, which describes the partners' roles in eFESTO project
Anwendungsbereich: This report is important in the project in the meaning of managerial aspects: tasks and
activities division, work packages leaders, role of the coordinator in the project,
communication strategy, others
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.21.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/14/1/D.21.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=14
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Produkt 'D.24-Quality Management Final report'
Titel: D.24-Quality Management Final report
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: Internal managerial plan, which describes the partners' roles in eFESTO project, tasks in work
package 7 and 8 achieved under the project management activities, communication and
managerial aspects used in the whole project duration, all consortium meetings held with the
technical one,PMC-Project Management Committee, which are representatives from the
coordinator part as well as WP Leaders and Dissemination Leader and description of the
internal monitoring used in the whole project duration with the feedbacks came from the
evaluation survey prepared by coordinator and sent to consortium partners, regarding:
1) Technical and administrative issues
2) Substantive and financial issues
Beschreibung: This deliverable achieved the dissemination part of the project and WP7 and WP8 tasks and
objectives
Zielgruppe: eFESTO consortium partners, other interested parties
Resultat: This deliverable achieved the dissemination part of the project and WP7 and WP8 tasks and
objectives
Anwendungsbereich: This report is important in the project in the meaning of managerial aspects: tasks and
activities division, work packages leaders, role of the coordinator in the project,
communication strategy, others. In eFESTO project coordinator prepared 2 managerial plans:
the first one at the beginning of the project and the final one moreover with results of
evaluation questionnaires also created by coordinator.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.24.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/15/1/D.24.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=15
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Produkt 'D.22/D.23-Technical and Financial Reports (4) + Progress Reports (4)'
Titel: D.22/D.23-Technical and Financial Reports (4) + Progress Reports (4)
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: Periodical internal technical, financial and progress reports, which were prepared for
underlining the project progress and award the past activities regarding technical, financial
issues and tasks, activities undertaken in particular work packages, moreover skype
conferences, other meetings with partners, financial aspects which were discussed during
each 6 months of the project.
Beschreibung: Periodical internal reports prepared for underlining the project progress and award the past
tasks and activities undertaken in the project.That was internal deliverable prepared each six
months of the project.
Zielgruppe: eFESTO project partners, NA
Resultat: Technical and Financial reports prepared after each 6 months of the project + Progress
Reports prepared after each 6 months of the project
Anwendungsbereich: Internal monitoring and evaluation report, which shows many aspects of the project which
have been done in each 6 months - activities and tasks in concrete WP's, dissemination
actions undertaken, financial aspects of the project.
Homepage: http://www.efestoproject.eu/EN/products.html
Produktsprachen: Englisch

product files
D.22:D.23.zip
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5431/prd/16/1/D.22%3AD.23.zip

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=16
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Produkt 'D.4-Instalation Manual'
Titel: D.4-Instalation Manual
Produkttyp: Beschreibung neuer Berufsprofile
Marketing Text: This Instalation Manual booklet describes the software for the laboratory server which is used
for connecting an external laboratory to the eFESTO system. It can be used to set up new
laboratories in the eFESTO project. Moreover this document specifies the installation
procedures Server Side, because on the client side the learning environment does not require
any specific application or software.
Beschreibung: Installation manual booklet is showing the potential user how to use the system in the
technical point of view, to be more familliar with the technical contents and aspects of the
eFESTO platform. It is presented: 1) system requirement (hardware and software description
of requirement), 2) installation procedures,3) configuration
Zielgruppe: deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), technical partners
who would like to use the platform in another projects (regarding agreement to another call),
technicians.
Resultat: Installation manual booklet
Anwendungsbereich: This instalation booklet can be used as a tool of the system understanding regarding the
technical aspects of the paltform cretaed. Can be used as a manual for technicians how this e
-learning platform was created and how can be used in otehr context (for examplae with other
learning objects).
Homepage: Deliverable available as a text file only
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=18
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Produkt 'D.5-Users Manual'
Titel: D.5-Users Manual
Produkttyp: Beschreibung neuer Berufsprofile
Marketing Text: This manual booklet concerns the procedure to access the eFESTO learning system and
environment. In detail, this booklet, translated to all partners' languages, is a very short and
simple manual for the users reporting the actions to execute in order to use the services of
the developed environment.
The activities that will be described in the following manual concerns the main steps to use
the learning services delivered by eFESTO environment:
1. Login, 2. authentication phase,3. choice of the course,4. choice of the learning content and
activities;
a. theoretical content
b. laboratory contents
c. test
In order to make the access to the platform much easier, some explicative snapshots of the
different steps to follow are shown.
Beschreibung: User Manual as well as Installation Manual booklet is showing the potential user how to use
the system, this time more "manual', not technical: how to get into the website and find the
virtual lab, how to do the authorisation, which username and password to put to find the
particular Learning Objects, how to find and choose the course. It is more guideline how to
get to the eFESTO platform manually.
Zielgruppe: deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners) / Foundations,
Institutions, Organizations which help deaf people, hard of hearing people and deaf-blind
people, Universities and Secondary Scools with Deaf students and Hard of Hearing People,
particular deaf employees, Employers who employes deaf people, Teachers / Interpreteurs of
Polish Sign Language, Other interested parties, dealing with problems of auditory disability,
Experts: professors, teachers, educators, psychologists, Special Schools for the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing People.
Resultat: Manual booklet concerns the procedure to access the eFESTO learning system and
environment
Anwendungsbereich: This booklet can be a manual base how this kind of e-learning platform can be used by
potential users; this booklet can help understand the system from the user point of view and
can help understand common deliverable in other potential project.
Homepage: Deliverable available as a text file only
Produktsprachen: Polnisch
Ungarisch
Italienisch
Bulgarisch
Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=19
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Produkt 'D.6-Quality of System Method Questionnaire'
Titel: D.6-Quality of System Method Questionnaire
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This questionnaire is regard the quality of the eFESTO platform in the technical aspects. This
special questionnaire was distributed to users (participants of the testing phase in Poland and
Italy) after the experimental phase. User, which were participated in the pilot actions
organised in Poland and Italy (pilots in Poland: 23-24/05/2011, 08/06/2011, 16/09/2011, in
Italy - 08/06/2011 and 06/07/2011) gave their contribution regarding the platform after the
testing. The questionnaire design based on the SERVQUAL method.
Beschreibung: Quality of system method questionnaire particularly regarding the technical and funcional
aspects of the eFESTO system gave a feedbacks of the usability of the platform, the needs of
using the system by the deaf community and it serviceableness. Moreover it was dditional
questions regarding the methodological aspects of the Learning Objects - if the level
proposed of: e-learning multimedia courses of English language for the deaf learners and
particularly in Poland for workers, e-learning multimedia courses of Mathematics for deaf
learners, e-learning multimedia courses of Physics for the deaf learners, e-learning
multimedia courses of computer science for the deaf workers was satisfactory, too low or too
high for the user.
Zielgruppe: Deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), teachers,
professors of the deafness
Resultat: Special questionnaire which was used during the pilot phase of the project in Poland and in
Italy.
Anwendungsbereich: The form and structure of the questionnaire can be helpful in other projects realisation (in the
pilot phase of the project).
Homepage: Deliverable available as a text only
Produktsprachen: Italienisch
Polnisch
Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=20
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Produkt 'D.7-Quality of System Estimation Statistic Report'
Titel: D.7-Quality of System Estimation Statistic Report
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This document describes statistic representation for answers given by deaf learners (testing
made in Italy and Poland) and workers (testing made in Poland) to the Quality of System
Method Questionnaires which were distributed after each pilot actions which took place in
Poland and Italy. With a specific questionnaire distributed to users after the experimental
phase, consortium partners compared the expectation of thenusers with their real perception.
Beschreibung: This product describes in detailes all testing phases done with concrete dates and
participants in Poland and Italy and described with the deep analysis all feedbacks which
were given by learners of the eFESTO platform to the Quality of System Method
Questionnaire questionnaire. Moreover the document consists all comments, suggestions
and feedbacks regarding concrete technical and instalation aspects of the platform as well as
methodological ones regarding learning objects (courses) which were done by deaf learners
and workers in Poland and deaf learners, workers and teachers in Italy.
Zielgruppe: eFESTO partners, National Agencies,deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students,
deaf students who search for a work, deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary
level of deaf learners), teachers, professors of the deafness.
Resultat: This product describes in detailes all testing phases done with concrete dates and
participants in Poland and Italy and described with the deep analysis all feedbacks which
were given by learners of the eFESTO platform to the Quality of System Method
Questionnaire questionnaire
Anwendungsbereich: This report could be a nase how to prepare statistics report, how to analyse the
questionnaires and put the data in the right forms.
Homepage: Deliverable available as a text file only
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=21
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Produkt 'D.8-Workshop documentation'
Titel: D.8-Workshop documentation
Produkttyp: CD-ROM
Marketing Text: This documentation are minutes (short reports) which was prepared by each partner and
shows the different workshops on which consortium partner was engaged or personally
organised during the different phases of the project (in the 2 years of the project), which were:
internal meetings with experts, teachers, professors in the deafness environemnt, also pilot
actions with deaf users and local, international interactive workshops which topics are
connected to e-learning environment for disable people / local, international, european
interactive events in the topic of LdV projects, e-learning environment, disabled -people
environment.
Beschreibung: Workshops documentation (minutes) were one of the 'tools' which were used as the
dissemination activities in the whole project duration. It is a documentation based on the
meetings with potential users of the eFESTO platform and the real one, with teachers,
professors, experts, stakeholders where eFESTO platform were presented or any other
results of the project regarding different phases of the project.
Zielgruppe: National Agencies, Participants of the substantial workshop, particularly deaf adults: workers
and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work, deaf learners (primary,
intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), teachers, professors of the deafness also
trainers, teachers, stakeholders, participants of the other LdV projects.
Resultat: Documentation from wide range of dissemiantion actions on which eFESTO consortium
partners were participated
Anwendungsbereich: This documentation was helpful while Dissemination Plan preparation; minutes showed all the
actions made by partners, all external and internal meetings, skype conferences, personnal
meetings during which was discussion regarding eFESTO objectives, aims and deliverables
as well as potentiality of using the project results after the project end. (Exploitation and
Valorisation phase of the project).
Homepage: Internal result available only on CD
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=22
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Produkt 'D.10-Final Documentation'
Titel: D.10-Final Documentation
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This documentation is the all deliverbales presentation in abstracts put in one document
Beschreibung: This is the report, which is the final documentation of every deliverable prepared during the
whole project progress. This document can be used for the dissemination of the project even
after the project progress and can be a material for new call preparation (eFESTO as a
transferred project)In that case this deliverable can be a material to discusion while having all
deliverables written in one report.
Zielgruppe: VET institutions,SMEs specialised in the e-learning area, teachers, professors of the
deafness, companies, Universities, Foundations as a potential partners in another projects
initiatives.
Resultat: All deliverables prepared in the abstract version - deliverable can be easily used a an
exploitation and valorisation document
Anwendungsbereich: This deliverable can be used in potential new project proposal writting as a quick look on the
whole deliverables prepared in the project and as a tool of managing the deliverables in the
proeject proposal. This document can be also used by interested parties to have a look on
whole project deliverables and to assess the valency of the project.
Homepage: Result available on CD and as a text file
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=23
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Produkt 'D.15-eFESTO Environment Design Document'
Titel: D.15-eFESTO Environment Design Document
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This document shows the architecture of eFESTO system, that is mainly based on LADIRE
and PSELDA projects, previous projects concerning distance education and distributed
learning in which the researchers of the University of Sannio (P1) have been involved.
However, the environment design includes extensions and improvements necessary to meet
the purposes of the eFESTO system devoted to train deaf learners in the use of electrical and
electronic apparatus. Knowing of deaf peoples high need for visualization, a high amount of
visualization is needed to adapt the educational methodology to the needs of the deaf. By
using the medium internet, many more deaf learners can be reached by the eFESTO platform
than with conventional teaching methods.

Beschreibung: This deliverable describes the eFESTO environment were the methodology is already put this report indicates ICT designing and methodologies.
Zielgruppe: Foundations, Institutions, deaf learners, students, workers, interetsed parties in the relation to
LdV project proposals, individuals, others.
Resultat: Environemtn Design Document which presents the architecture of eFESTO system based
also on the past 2 projects: LADIRE and PSELDA.
Anwendungsbereich: This deliverable can be used as a tool of transfer of the project to other countries/other
sectors. This result is more technical one, shall be useful for technicians and experts in elearning area.
Homepage: Internal result available only as a text file
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=24
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Produkt 'D.16-Graphical Interface Design Document'
Titel: D.16-Graphical Interface Design Document
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: The deliverable describes the design of the graphical interface of the EFESTO system, as
one of the main project aims achieved. It has been divided into two activities. The former
aimed to define the graphical
user interface of the distance learning platform. The latter aimed to define the graphical
interfaces of the e-learning tools provided by the platform. The graphical user interface of the
distance learning platform has been developed in a web portal separate from the Learning
Management System (LMS), which hosts all the didactical content of the EFESTO system.
Beschreibung: This document shows usability, accesibility and special pedagogy used in eFESTO project
system
Zielgruppe: Teachers, trainers, technicians, interetsed parties, individuals, others.
Resultat: This document shows usability, accesibility and special pedagogy used in eFESTO project
system
Anwendungsbereich: The type of this document can be used in other applications, new project proposals-this
document shall be vital for technicians who develop
e-learning platforms and systems.
Homepage: Result available only as a text file
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=25
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Produkt 'D.17-System Pilot Run'
Titel: D.17-System Pilot Run
Produkttyp: Verfahren zur Analyse und Prognose des Berufsbildungsbedarfes
Marketing Text: This deliverable is a testing activity of the e-learning platform, is a pilot action and moreover
short report prepared after the whole pilot action done in Poland, Italy and additionally in
Bulgaria. This short report from the platform testing in Poland, Italy and Bulgaria describes
how pilot actions were organized in each country, timming, participants, and furthermore the
document includes suggestions for enhancement of the eFESTO platform made by deaf
users after pilot actions.
Beschreibung: System Pilot Run is a Pilot Action done in the project in Poland, Italy and Bulgaria.
Zielgruppe: Deaf adults: workers and unemployed, deaf students, deaf students who search for a work,
deaf learners (primary, intermediate and secondary level of deaf learners), teachers,
professors of the deafness.
Resultat: Testing phase of the eFESTO project made in Poland, Italy and Bulgaria among deaf
children, studenst, learners and workers
Anwendungsbereich: The testing phase is used in the project as a normal procedure of test the created system
among target users in the project. In eFESTO the users came for the environment
represented by deaf learners and workers from Poland, italy and Bulgaria.
Homepage: Event and short report is available as a text only
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=26
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Produkt 'D.25-Final Documentation'
Titel: D.25-Final Documentation
Produkttyp: andere
Marketing Text: This is the appendix included into the D.10 - Final documentation of the project.This appendix
can be used for the dissemination of the project even after the project progress and can be a
material for new call preparation (eFESTO as a transferred project).In that case this
deliverable can be a material to discusion while having all deliverables written in one report.
Beschreibung: This documentation which was prepared until the end of the project, is the appendix to the
D.20 - Final Documentation.
Zielgruppe: Teachers, professors of the deafness, companies, Universities, Foundations as a potential
partners in another projects.
Resultat: Final eFESTO project documentation
Anwendungsbereich: This appendix can be used for the dissemination of the project even after the project progress
and can be a material for new call preparation
Homepage: Result available on CD, as a text and text file
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431&prd=27
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Veranstaltungen
ISBIS(OGIK)2011-International Symposium on Business Information Systems. place:
Szechenyi Istvan University
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

11.11.2011
The International Symposium on Business Information Systems was organized by SEFBIS,
the Scientific and Educational Forum for Business Information Systems (SEFBIS, a Special
Professional Community of the John von Neumann Computer Society) with the aim of
providing researchers, practitioners, developers, consultants, end-users and PhD
students. This Community gave an opportunity to join in a common place sharing experience
and knowledge in the field of IT-supported business information systems. The ISBIS is
intended to be a forum to expose and share current and future research work and innovations
in this area, as well as in the relationship among them. One of the primary objectives of ISBIS
is to promote and encourage the participants to present their results in the interdisciplinary
research and in the development and application of technical solutions.It was poster, ppt.
presentation and article presented of eFESTO project of symposium.

SMEs, researchers

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Corvinno participants:Anita Pinter: APinter@corvinno.com
HDSF participants:Dr Reka Vas: rvas@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 11-12/11/2011, Gyr, Hungary

Final Conference of eFESTO project in Italy organised in the Audiofonetica School

Datum
Beschreibung
Zielgruppe

28.10.2011
Last conference - local meeting, regarding eFESTO project, organised by italian partners Istituto Canossiano Scuola Audiofonetica
local authorities, concerning school, teachers, parents of the school, journalists.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Representatives from Iscituto Canossiano Scuola Audiofonetica.
Lucio Vinetti, Sara Corradini: direzione@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 28th October 2011, Brescia, Italy

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Conference finished eFESTO project, titled: "E-learning as a chance of breaking
barriers in communication between deaf people and employer"
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

25.10.2011
The last conference, which finished eFESTO project, was organised in Poland, in Warsaw.
The conference focused on the eFESTO project, but also for the future steps regarding the
project, which can be taken not only in Poland - speakers, partners, guest and other
interested parties tried to answer the question if e-learning is needed in the deaf world, how
can be improved and which steps still need to be taken.
Guests were from:
1. Head of Social Rehabilitation and Cooperation with Local Governments/
Office of Government Plenipotentiary for Disabled People the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy Mrs. Joanna Steczkiewicz - Szpyt;
2. Foundation for the development of the Education System, Mrs. Anna
Kowalczyk;
3. Polish Association of the Deaf, Department in Warsaw, President, Mrs.
Kajetana Maciejska - Roczan, speaker of the conference;
4. Polish Association of the Deaf, Department in ód, Mr. Maciej Kowalski,
speaker on the conference;
5. MetGal Ltd company, Mr. Zbigniew Kausa, speaker on the conference;
6. United Nations Development Programme [UNDP], Mr. ukasz Kolano;
7.Polish Association of the Deaf, Mazovia Department, Mr. and Mrs.: Romuald
Szurik, Barbara Jedryszczak, Roman Kustosz, Teresa Fiefkowska, Krystyna
Tkaczyk, Mirosaw Tkaczyk, Hanna Rojewska, Olgierd Lech, Robert Zgudka;
8. Aid Society for the Deaf and Blind, Mr. Grzegorz Kozowski;
9. Sign Language Interpreters, Mrs. Magorzata Bezubik and Barbara
Kaczanowska
10. Research Institute of Roads and Bridges, Mr. Krzysztof Kaperczak;
11. Textilex company Mrs. Natalia Adamczyk;
12. SOSW nr.5 in from ód, Mr. Rafa Sewerynek;
13. TPG, Mrs. Magdalena Tarnada;
14.Narrator company, English-Polish-English interpreters, Mrs. Katarzyna Zajc,
Sylwia Lenart and Justyna Jaworska;
15.eFESTO consortium partners, Mrs. Agata Kliska and Józefina Osowska from
Techin / Poland, Mrs. Doris Bao and Mr. Luca de Vito from Universita degli Studi
del Sannio / Italy, Mrs. Chiara Sancin from DIDA Network s.r.l. / Italy, Mr. Stoyan
Faldjiyski from Time Foundation / Bulgaria, Mrs. Sara Coradini and Mr. Lucio
Valerio Vinetti from Istituto Canossiano Scuola Audiofonetica / Italy, Mr. Micha
Garncarek from Polich Association of the Deaf, Mrs. Anita Pinter and Peter Feher
from Corvinno Technology Transfer Center Nonprofit Ltd. / Hungary, Mrs. Kinga
Varsányi and Zoltan Kovacs from Hungarian Deaf Sport Federation / Hungary,
Mr. Andrea Guarise from Innova SpA / Italy.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Józefina Osowska
jozefina.osowska@techin.pl
skype: jozefina.osowska
tel.: (+48) 22 389 70 76

Zeitpunkt und Ort Warsaw / Jan III Sobieski hotel.
25th October 2011
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
"Plenty of issues for the disabled"
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

18.10.2011
It was a meeting organised by the Central Information Point for European Funds
named:"Plenty of issues for the disabled", on which were very welcomed disable people, their
keepers and those who are interested in the project initiatives and new contacts.
Organisation for disabled people, SMEs, Foundations, coordinators and partners of the
project.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Józefina Osowska: jozefina.osowska@techin.pl

Zeitpunkt und Ort 18th October 2011, Warsaw, Poland.
Central Information Point for European Funds

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
EFESTO Final Conference organised in Bulgaria
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

12.10.2011
The conference programme included the following presentations: "Policies for people with
disabilities - the European and Bulgarian context", made by Ms. Nadejda Harizanova - senior
expert with the MLSP; "Six National Programmes for assistance for people with disabilities",
made my Ms. Mila Vukova - senior expert with the NAPD; "Online tool for teaching children
with hearing disabilities available in Bulgaria", made by Ms. Svetoslava
Sueva - specialist in speech and hearing rehabilitation, from the Southeast University "Neofit
Rilski"; and, Mr. Stoyan Faldjiyski - national coordinator of eFESTO project in Bulgaria from
TIME Foundation. The conefrence was the best ocasion to gather many different
environments, specially those directly connected to the deaf people. As a comprehensive
product the platform (content for children, students and workers) is being developed in
Poland. Bulgarian participation is measured by the development of miniplatform designed to
teach deaf pupils while presenting eFESTO advantages to their families and the institutions.
In the current stage of the project, the team has developed lessons on various topics: man
and nature, math, shopping, jobs, weather for the primary stage of the Bulgarian educational
system. Development of those lessons would have
been impossible without the help and professionalism of The Sofia Secondary specialized
school with kindergarten for children with hearing disabilities-Prof. Dr. Decho Denev.The
conference was attended by representatives from the Bulgarian Union of Deaf, The Sofia
Secondary specialized school with kindergarten for children with hearing disabilities,
The Polish Embassy in Sofia, The Ministry of Education, Youth and science, The Ministry of
Labour and Social Policies (MLSP), The National Agency for Social Assistance, and the
National Agency for People with Disabilities (NAPD).

The conference was attended by representatives from the Bulgarian Union of Deaf, The Sofia
Secondary specialized school with kindergarten for children with hearing disabilities, The
Polish Embassy in Sofia, The Ministry of Education, Youth and science, The Ministry of
Labour and Social Policies (MLSP), The National Agency for Social Assistance, and the
National Agency for People with Disabilities (NAPD). The conference was also attended by 14
media groups that reported the event in the national media.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME FOUNDATION, Stoyna Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 12th October 2011, Sofia, Bulgaria

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Testing of the created platform / Bulgaria
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

08.10.2011
Meeting with the Special school for Deaf Children in the town of Turgovishte - Testing of the
platform in Bulgaria 8-9/10/2011
The meeting was initiated in order to get feedback from one more school about the content
developed for Bulgaria under eFESTO project.
children from the Special School for Deaf Children

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation,
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 8 -9 October 2011, building of the Special school for Deaf Children in the town of Turgovishte,
Bulgaria

National Conference: Disables in the Higher Education, place: Hungarian Academy of
Science - Institute of Sociology
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

29.09.2011
Main points of the conference were to discuss advantages and disadvantages for disables in
the Hungarian Higher Education, and highlighted what kinds of solutions exist on international
level. Poster of eFESTO project was presented. Moreover the Learning Objects of eFESTO
project were presented and discussed.
Hungarian Academy of Science - Institute of Sociology

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

HDSF participant: Balazs Horvath
hdsf@sporthaz.net

Zeitpunkt und Ort 29th September 2011, Budapest, Hungary

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Pilot for workers / Poland
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

16.09.2011
8 deaf workers at age 26-64 participated in pilot action which took place in Polish Association
of the Deaf Headquarters and PAD Lodz Department. There were two groups which focused
on different content. There were seven deaf workers engaged in evaluation of two learning
objects: 1) How to write a simple CV (English); 2) Word (Computer Science).
There was one deaf worker who participated in pilot action in relation to e-laboratories for the
reason that it was extremely difficult to find deaf worker who is knowledgeable about electrical
engineering. Pilot action concerned:1) Experimental tutorial; 2) Sampling; 3) Data acquisition.

deaf workers

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Polish Association of the Deaf
Micha Garncarek:
michal.garncarek@gmail.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 16th September 2011,Polish Association of the Deaf, Warsaw

5th International Conference on Software, Knowledge Information, Industrial
Management and Applications (SKIMA 2011).
Datum

07.09.2011

Beschreibung

SKIMA 2011 is an international conference for Professors, Researchers, Industrial Experts
and doctorals in knowledge management, software engineering, Industrial Engineering and
information systems to share their knowledge, ideas and experience and to present their
research results. The main focus is at topics currently of interests having practical benefits for
society, industry, Private and Public Institutions. Time: 7-11/09/2011
UNISANNIO and DIDA participated: 7-8/09/2011, CORVINNO and HDSF:8-11/09/2011

Zielgruppe

professors, researchesr, industrial experts and doctorals in knowledge management, software
engineering, Industrial Engineering

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Representative from University of Sannio (Doris Bao), DIDA (Giovanni Sorrentino),
CORVINNO (Nikoletta Plander-Batori, Anita Pinter) and Hungarian Deaf Sport Federation (dr
Reka Vas).

Zeitpunkt und Ort 7-11/September 2011, Benevento-Italy

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
4 eFESTO Congress: Possibility of Applying E-learning Solution in the Education of
Hearing-impaired and Deaf Students in Hungary.
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

25.08.2011
In the frames of this Congress representatives of HDFS paid a visit in special schools for
disabled learners in 3 different cities of Hungary. The aim of the meeting was to discuss the
possibilities of developing and applying new e-learning solutions and learning materials in the
education of Hungarian deaf students. The eFESTO results (e-learning environment,
didactic methodology and contents) were introduced to the participants.
schools associations, teachers, professors, deaf learners

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Hungarian Deaf Sport Federation representative: Zoltan Kovacs
hungary@deafsport.hu

Zeitpunkt und Ort Dates:25-27/08/2011; 8-10/09/2011; 6-8/10/2011; 20-22/10/2011
different hungarian cities: Gyr, Szombathely, Zalaegerszeg, Nagykanizsa, Kaposvár, Pécs,
Miskolc, Nyíregyháza, Debrecen, Szeged,Békéscsaba, Szolnok

IF 2011 Conference on Informatics in Higher Education 2011 (Informatika a
felsoktatásban 2011 Konferencia)
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

24.08.2011
The main points of this conference were on the one hand to give a general overview of the
current situation of Hungarian Higher Education, on the other hand to discuss the challenges
regarding Higher Education Strategy though the available IT solutions. Poster of the eFESTO
project was presented to the audience by CORVINNO and HDSF.
SMEs, companies, Universities of Higher Education

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Representatives from CORVINNO:Dr Andras Gabor, Anita Pinter and Hungarian Deaf Sport
Federation: dr Reka Vas
APinter@corvinno.com;
AGabor@corvinno.com
rvas@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 24-26/08/2011, Debrecen, Hungary

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
IADIS Annual Conference, IADIS-International Association for Development of the
Information Society)
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

20.07.2011
The IADIS e-Learning 2011 conference aims to address the main issues of concern within eLearning. This conference covers both technical as well as the non-technical aspects of eLearning. IADIS has the following goals i) to develop the cooperation and solidarity between
its associates, by developing initiatives in the Information Society domain; ii) to
promote the study, research and dissemination of news related to the Information Society; iii)
to make available to its associates information and bibliography about the Information Society;
iv) to organize working groups, to research, study, develop and analyze issues related to the
Information Society; v) to publish magazines, journals or other documents of significant
interest; vi) to organize meetings, seminars and conferences; vii) to promote people training
with the goal of integrating them in the Information Society; and viii) to promote the exchange
and cooperation with national and foreign associations and entities, which seek the same
goals. More information about the event: http://www.iadis.org

Association of professors and researchers

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Representative from University of Sannio (Maria Riccio: riccio@unisannio.it) and DIDA
(Valentina Castello: valecastello@yahoo.com)

Zeitpunkt und Ort 20th - 23th of July 2011,Rome, Italy

Pilot action for secondary level and older students in Italy / Brescia
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

06.07.2011
4 deaf learners aged 12-15 (2nd and 3rd year of Scuola Media) and 3 deaf former students
(who now attend vocational school) aged 15-18 participated in pilot action at secondary level.
They were asked to do three learning objects:1) let's go shopping (English);2) average
(Mathematics); 3) physical properties (Physics).
The older ones were also involved in pilot action for other four learning objects:1) describing
people (English);2) sets (Mathematics);3) pressure (Physics);4) mechanical energy (Physics).
schools association, young learners

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica
direzione@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 6th July 2011, Brescia, Italy, Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica prmises

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Pilot action made among teachers / Brescia
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

06.07.2011
Teachers from the Audiofonetica School evaluated the learning objects presented to the
primary, intermediate and secondary level of children:
1) preposition (English);
2) comparing numbers (Mathematics).
3) let's go shopping (English);
4) average (Mathematics);
5) physical properties (Physics).
6) describing people (English);
7) sets (Mathematics);
8) pressure (Physics);
9) mechanical energy (Physics).
Teachers of the deaf

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica
direzione@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 6th July 2011, Brescia, Italy, premises of the Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
EDEN 2011
Datum

19.06.2011

Beschreibung

EDEN - the European Distance and E-Learning Network - exists to share knowledge and
improve understanding for professionals in distance and elearning across the whole of Europe
and beyond, and to promote policy and practice for this field of endeavour.

Zielgruppe

EDEN is for all those concerned with distance and e-learning, in all
sectors and phases of education and training. With more than 200 institutional members and
over 1100 members in the Network of Academics and Professionals, EDEN holds annual
conferences attracting more than 550 participants; holds additional conferences on research
and on the schools sector every two years; has launched and supports the European Journal
of Open, Distance and E-Learning (EURODL); and provides support and advice for a range of
projects in the European sphere.
Like in EDEN 2010, mainly professors and teachers associations were interested in the
resullts of the eFESTO project and how the Learning Objects will look like on the e-learning
platform. It was expressed from professors that they will disseminate project itself among
other interested parties. It was scientific paper prepared exclusivelly for the EDEN 2011 as
dissemination materials.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

DIDA Network s.r.l - Valentina Castello,
valecastello@yahoo.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 19th June 2011, Dublin, Ireland

Pilot for secondary level / Poland
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

08.06.2011
11 learners at age of 17-20 participated in pilot action. 10 learners were profoundly deaf and 1
were hard of hearing. Pilot action was entirely translated to Polish Sign Language and
concerned four learning objects: 1) describing people (English); 2) sets (Mathematics);
3)pressure (Physics); 4) mechanical energy (Physics).
deaf adult learners

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Polish Association of the Deaf
Micha Garncarek:
michal.garncarek@gmail.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 8th June 2011, ód, Polish Association of the Deaf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Pilot action in Italy - primary and intermediate level of participants / Brescia
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

08.06.2011
3 deaf learners aged 11 (first year of Scuola Media) and 1 aged 15 (2nd year of Scuola
Media) participated in pilot action which concerned two learning objects: 1) preposition
(English); 2) comparing numbers (Mathematics).3 of them profoundly deaf, 4-medium hearing
loss with cochlear implant, no one has Italian as mother tongue.
Learners spent 45 minutes on each learning object and they were asked to fill in
questionnaires afterwards.
young learners, Schools Association

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica
direzione@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 8th June 2011, Brescia at Istituto Cannosiano Scuola Audiofonetica premises

"L'interprete della lingua dei segni" (The interpreter of sign language) Seminar
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

07.06.2011
This event was organized in order to show the importance for the deaf of the sign language.
The new prospects opened up by scientific research in the education of deaf children
(technology and sign language) in recent years have led to a growing demand for the
communication assistant.
More information about the event:
http://www.scuolalatecnica.it/landing/new/seminario_lis.html
Association of the professors and researchers, professors and interpreteurs of Italian sign
langauge

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

University of Sannio (Doris Bao) doris.bao@unisannio.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 7th June 2011, Benevento, Italy

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Pilot for primary school / Poland
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

24.05.2011
13 learners at age of 12-13 participated in pilot action. Ten learners were profoundly deaf and
three were hard of hearing. Pilot action was conducted both in Polish and Polish Sign
Language and concerned two learning objects:1) preposition (English);2)comparing numbers;
3)Mathematics.
young deaf learners

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Polish Association of the Deaf
Micha Garncarek:
michal.garncarek@gmail.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 24th May 2011, ód, Polsih Assocition of the Deaf

Pilot for intermediate school / Poland
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

23.05.2011
Eleven learners at age of 14-16 participated in pilot action. 7 learners were profoundly deaf
and four were hard of hearing. Pilot action was conducted in both Polish and Polish Sign
Language and concerned three learning objects:1) lets go shopping (English);2) average
(Mathematics);3)physical properties (Physics). Before learners started working individually
they were acquainted with main objectives of the project in order to make them aware of
importance of pilot action. Learners spent 45 minutes on each learning object and they were
asked to fill in questionnaires afterwards.
young deaf learners

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Polish Association of the Deaf
Micha Garncarek:
michal.garncarek@gmail.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 23rd May 2011, ód, Polish Association of the Deaf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Meeting with the Special School for Deaf Children Prof. Decho Denev / TIME
Foundation
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

24.03.2011
The meetings were initiated by TIME Foundation in order to investigate possible development
of eFESTO digital lessons for Bulgaria with the cooperation of the specialized school.
teachers, trainers from schools associations from the special needs.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort Sofia, Bulgaria, dates:
24th March 2011; 14th, 15th and 20th April 2011; 27th MAy 2011

1st EFESTO Conference organised in Bulgaria (before the last one)
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

18.03.2011
Discussion regarding existing online tools were presented and it was
agreed that such technologies in the meaning of e-learning are very useful for the target
group. There was a little problem with the Bulgarian Union of Deaf stating that all educational
content transmitted with the sign language as method must be verified by them-the creators of
the official
Bulgarian sign language. Schools and researchers responded that the sign language is very
dynamic and pupils cannot be forced to use the official language if they prefer to use other
expressions.
There was a lot of interest in the project results and the Final Conference was said to be
much anticipated.
Special Schools, Parents' Association, Researchers, public authority

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation, Stoyan Faldjiyski;
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 18th March 2011, Sofia, Bulgaria

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Meeting with the Bulgarian Union of Deaf
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

14.02.2011
It was a meeting regarding the last conference preparation in Bulgaria, who is going to take
part for which tasks of the conference. Moreover the conference programme was agreed:1)
Presentation of the project and its products, 2) What can be useful for deaf and hearing
impaired people (students in high school) 3) Presentation of didactic methodology 4)Next
steps - piloting the product
Union of the Deaf

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 14th February 2011, Sofia, Bulgaria

XI. eLearning Forum
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

16.11.2010
The eLearning Forum conference aimed to address the main issues of concern within eLearning in Hungary. This conference covered both innovative technical as well as the
pedagogical aspects of e-Learning
Elearning researchers, developers, activists and Hungarian companies and SMEs

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

More information about the event available on the web: http://www.elearningforum.hu/
Anita Pintér from our partner organisation Corvinno participated in the forum:
APinter@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 16th November, Budapest - Hungary

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
mLearn2010 - Malta
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

19.10.2010
The mLearn2010 conference was designed to bring together the world's leading mobile
researchers, developers and activists in an environment that will stimulate sharing expertise
and experience towards the growth of mobile learning in an 'Open' context
Mobile researchers, developers and activists

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

More information regarding the event available on the web: http://www.mlearn2010.org
Gábor Kismihók from our partner organisation Corvinno participated.

Zeitpunkt und Ort 19th - 22nd October, Valetta - Malta

E-Learning development possibilities in the Education of the Deaf
Datum
Beschreibung
Zielgruppe

15.10.2010
The main aim of the meeting was to share ideas about the new possibilities in the education
of the deaf. During the conference the eFESTO project was presented
National Association of the Schools for the Deaf; 8 Directors/Vice-Directors

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Tamas Szili from HDSF/Réka Vas from HDSF:
szili.tamas@gmail.com
Rvas@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 15th October, Budapest - Hungary

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Council Meeting of FEAPDA
Datum
Beschreibung
Zielgruppe

09.10.2010
Council Meeting of FEAPDA (The European Federation of Associations of
Teachers of the Deaf)
European Federation of Associations of Teachers of the Deaf

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

All delegates were informed about Efesto Project progress.
For further information please contact
Lucio Vinetti and Sara Corradini form Istituto Canossiano Scuola Audiofonetica –Brescia,
Italy: efesto@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 9th- 10th October 2010, Luxembourg

ICT 2010: Digitally Driven
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

27.09.2010
Europe’s biennial ICT Conference was taking place this year in Brussels from the 27th to
29thSeptember 2010. This event was organised by the European Commission and hosted by
the Belgian Presidency of the European Union. The invitation says: "Join us at ICT 2010 to
discover latest research trends in information and communication technologies, meet potential
research and business partners ... "“This major event in the ICT sector was bring together
5000 participants from more than 80 countries. The programme included: an exhibition,
conferences and workshops. This conference was intended for professionals from the private
and public sectors and academic circles.
This conference mainly focused on:
•the latest trends in information and communication technology;
•European priorities for financing digital research in 2011-2012 to the tune of 2.8 billion Euros;
•discussions with researchers and entrepreneurs during multiple networking sessions;
•an exhibition covering a floor space of more than 5000 m² on advanced digital research in
Europe.

Researchers, investors, European companies and SMEs, Members of the EU commission

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

More information about the conference available on the website:
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/events/ict/2010/conference/index_en.htm
dr András Gábor and Anita Pintér participated in this event from our partner organisation
Corvinno: APinter@corvinno.com, AGabor@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 27th - 29th September, Brussels - Belgium

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
E-Learning development possibilities in Special Education
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

20.09.2010
The second meeting was organized for university lecturers taking part in the teacher training
faculties to introduce the results of the eFesto project. After the presentation the participants
discussed how to use the tools in the preparation of trainee teachers for working in inclusive
education
Professors from the Faculty of Psychology and Pedagogy, University ELTE

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

representative from Corvinno Technology Transfer Center Non Profit Ltd from Hungary and
representative from Hungarian Deaf Sport Federation
RVas@corvinno.com
APinter@corvinno.com

Zeitpunkt und Ort 20th of September, Budapest - Hungary

"European Society for the Study of English" ESSE 10-Seminar 61
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

24.08.2010
ESSE- A European federation of national higher educational associations for the study of
English. The Society endeavours to reflect the cultural and geographical diversity of Europe in
its institutions. The aim of the Society is to advance the education of the public by promoting
the European study and understanding of English languages, literatures in English and
cultures of English-speaking peoples.
eFESTO presentation was 27th August 2010 during the seminar, titled: “DEAFINITELY
aiming at academic success: an experience of e-learning for deaf students at the University of
Sannio.
Academics and professionals in field of deaf education

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Mariella Riccio, UNISANNIO
riccio@unisannio.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 24th – 28th August 2010, Turin (Italy)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
The eFESTO results presented during the last Consortium Meeting of the In.Tra.Net
Project
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

13.07.2010
13th July 2010 was held in Benevento the III Consortium Meeting of Leonardo Da Vinci
Project named In.Tra.Net. During this event the first results of the eFESTO project was
presented by DIDA Network s.r.l. and University of Sanio to a wide range of stakeholders in a
educational field
wide range of stakeholders in educational field; partners and beneficiaries of other LLP
projects

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Dida Network Srl
E-Mail: efesto@gruppodida.it
University of Sannio
E-mail: devito@unisannio.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 13th July 2010; Benevento, Italy

eFESTO project on First INCLUSION Seminar - 'Think! Open your mind...'
Datum

11.06.2010

Beschreibung

TECHIN Ltd. (coordinator of eFETSO project) participated in one-day seminar organised in
Finland, Helsinki 11th June 2010. It was the 1st seminar of the INCLUSION project, named:
“INCLUSION: Think! Open Your Mind…”

Zielgruppe

This event brought together 15 Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP) National Agencies from
14 countries with a wide range of LLP projects and stakeholders in education and training
who have been participated in the LLP over the years, to draft a set of recommendations for
increasing equality and diversity in the programme.
This seminar helped disseminate the eFESTO project and built the cooperation between
participants, stakeholders, project creators to find a link as well between eFESTO and other
projects, included the INCLUSION project.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

INCLUSION seminar available on:
http://www.llpinclusion.eu/
Józefina Osowska
jozefina.osowska@techin.pl

Zeitpunkt und Ort Helsinki, Finland, 11th June 2010
EVENT VENUE:
Centre for International Mobility CIMO
Hakaniemenranta 6, PO Box 343, FI-00531 Helsinki, Finland

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
EDEN Annual Conference 2010
Datum
Beschreibung

09.06.2010
EDEN - the European Distance and E-Learning Network - exists to share knowledge and
improve understanding for professionals in distance and e-learning across the whole of
Europe and beyond, and to promote policy and practice for this field of endeavour. Acting as
the supporters of professional development of ODL and e-learning, which are acknowledged
factors of modernisation, EDEN conferences have proven their potential to attract an essential
pool of valuable contributions from leading practitioners and academics.
Dida Network and the University of Sannio, partner of the eFESTO project, presented a
poster about the eFESTO results at the EDEN on Line conference.

Zielgruppe

EDEN is for all those concerned with distance and e-learning, in all
sectors and phases of education and training. With more than 200 institutional members and
over 1100 members in the Network of Academics and Professionals, EDEN holds annual
conferences attracting more than 550 participants; holds additional conferences on
research and on the schools sector every two years; has launched and supports the
European Journal of Open, Distance and E-Learning (EURODL); and provides support and
advice for a range of projects in the European sphere - EDEN is the smart network for the
professional community, and a professional community for smart learning.

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

Representatives from: University of Sanio (Maria Riccio:riccio@unisannio.it) DIDA Network
s.r.l. (Valentina Castello:valecastello@yahoo.com) and CORVINNO (Gabor Kismihok)
participated in the conference.
More information available on the website written below:
http://www.eden-online.org/eden.php?menuId=485

Zeitpunkt und Ort 9th - 12th of June, Valencia, Spain

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
II Conference of the Leonardo Projects
Datum
Beschreibung
Zielgruppe

24.05.2010
Another Conference of the Leonardo Projects concerning the pan European definition of the
teacher of the deaf competences.
professors and teachers of the deaf

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

All participant were informed about progresses concerning Efesto Project, the almost
completed State of Art and User Need Analysis.
For further information please contact: Lucio Vinetti and Sara Corradini (Istituto Canossiano
Scuola Audiofonetica – Brescia
Italy, efesto@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 24th - 25th May 2010, Malta

Conference of the Leonardo Projects
Datum
Beschreibung
Zielgruppe

29.04.2010
Conference of the Leonardo Projects concerning the pan European definition of the teacher of
the deaf competences.
teachers and professors oif the Sign Language

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

All the group were informed about eFESTO Project and it progress.
For further information please contact: Lucio Vinetti and Sara Corradini (Istituto Canossiano
Scuola Audiofonetica Brescia – Italy)
direzione@audiofonetica.it

Zeitpunkt und Ort 29th - 30th April 2010, Belgium at the Katholieke Universitet Leuven

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Meeting between TIME Foundation and 28 Secondary school Aleko Konstantinov from
Bulgaria
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

22.01.2010
The meeting was initiated by the TIME Foundation. The meeting was recommended by the
Union of Deaf.It was a project main objectives and activities presented.
The participants of the meeting (professors, teachers and young, 16-year old students)
expressed their content with such projects being implemented in Bulgaria and expressed
hope that the outcomes/products will be well distributed and used by the learners with
disabilities in Bulgaria.
teachers, trainers of the deaf, secondary school

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 22nd January 2010, Sofia, Bulgaria

Meeting between Time Foundation and Agency for people with dissabilities, AHU

Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

15.12.2009
The meeting was initiated by TIME Foundation team with the idea of presenting the project to
the main state structure responsible for the integration of people with disabilities through
education, access to labour market, informing (from 2010 there was an nformation portal,
which offered a wide range of information services). The Agency is managing a fund for
financial stimulation of activities implemented by people with disabilities and has experience
from its participation of European and national programmes and projects.
It was a meeting with the strategic partner in the meaning of eFESTO project and bulgarian
context.
Agency for people with Dissabilities

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 15th December 2009, Sofia, Bulgaria

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Meeting between TIME Foundation and Sofia University St Kliment" Ohridski
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

14.12.2009
The meeting was initiated by the TIME Foundation after the recommendation for such
meeting from the Ministry of Education, Youth and Science. The idea of the meeting was to
present the project to Mrs. Borin (coordinator of international project from the University).
young deaf learners, representatives from the Universities for the deaf

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 14th Decemebr 2009, Sofia, Bulgaria

Meeting between TIME Foundation and Association of parents of children with hearing
disabilities
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

26.11.2009
The meeting was initiated by TIME Foundation with the idea of presenting the project to the
Association. The latter NGO is established in 1992 with its main goal being to stand for the
rights and protection of interests of children with hearing disabilities and their families. Its
members include: parents, friends, people concerned about the problems and
the faith of children with hearing disabilities.
It was a presentation of the eFESTO project: main objectives, activities, expected results.

Parents' accociation

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 26th November 2009, Sofia, Bulgaria

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Veranstaltungen
Meeting between TIME Foundation and Union of the Deaf from Bulgaria
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

25.11.2009
The meeting was initiated by TIME Foundation with the idea of presenting the project to the
main organization for people with hearing disabilities in Bulgaria.The Union participates in all
working groups in the public sector that are in charge with the elaboration and implementation
of policies for the people with disabilities.The Chairman of the 'Union of the Deaf' in Bulgaria
expressed his support for eFESTO project. Mr. Panev promised his full support for the project
during the research and analytical work associated with the project. He also recommended
NGOs and public structures valuable partners for the project team.
Union of the Deaf in Bulgaria

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 25th November 2009, Sofia, Bulgaria

Meeting between TIME Foundation and Resource Centre Sofia
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

24.11.2009
The participants of the meeting liked the eFESTO project idea and implementation in Bulgaria
and expressed their hope that the outcomes/products will be well distributed and used by the
learners with disabilities in Bulgaria. They promised to support the project team during the
research and analytical work associated with the project. They also confirmed their availability
for the organization of meetings with other educational structures
public authority, individuals

Öffentlich Öffentliche Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

TIME Foundation
Stoyan Faldjiyski:
stoyan@time-foundation.org

Zeitpunkt und Ort 24th November 2009, Sofia, Bulgaria

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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Project Tags
The project belongs to the following group(s):
Incl (http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/thematicgroup/INCL)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5431
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